
Friends of Hillside & Calton Area
General Meeting
13 August, 2008

Present: Fiona Devlin (CEC Parks), Malcolm Chisholm (MSP), Ann Stark, Tom 
Galloway, Deirdre Brock (Councillor), Rob Hainsworth, Kate Tomlinson, Gavin 
McNab, Alistair Cairns, Ron Aitkin, Louis Lang (Councillor), Richard Nicodeme.

1. Welcome & apologies.

2. Biodiversity Project: RSPB is helping with project to build & mount bird 
boxes in the parks. Timeframe ideally would be coordinated with schools 
starting to include children but this might be too soon for all arrangements 
to be made.
SNH/CSV has provided FoHCA with a financial grant which is being spent 
primarily on tools & equipment for clean ups and maintenance. 
There will be a volunteer park maintenance day (for London Rd Gdns) on 
Sunday, August 24  – see website for details.

3. Greenspaces and Open access. Malcolm Chisholm reported that 
Scottish Parliamentary researchers had indicated that the City of 
Edinburgh Council’s interpretation of “Open Access” left out wide areas of 
discretion allowed by the law. In short - That previous management rules 
for particular parks and greenspaces could override any blanket 
application of the law.  Malcolm will discuss this issue with the Chief 
executive and will report back. Rob Hainsworth will write to other 
Edinburgh “Friends” groups to obtain details of any other examples of 
previous management regimes and prohibitions being automatically 
superceded by open access law. 

3. Local Business support: Quite a few local businesses have been 
approached & they overwhelmingly seem very supportive. A meeting will 
take place in the next week with CEC & representatives from FoHCA to 
discuss priorities and how businesses might involve themselves and take 
forward projects that would benefit the parks in the area.

4. Finances: As above a £250 grant has been secured from SNH/CSV for 
equipment and materials for the Biodiversity Project. However, our 
application to Communities Scotland Foundation for running costs was 
unsuccessful. Memberships continue to come in but we will struggle to 
pay for meeting rooms, insurance & other incidental expenditure, and 
most grants provide support for specific projects rather than operational 
budget, so we will need to be exploring other sources of funding and 
fundraising on an ongoing basis.



5. Website: The website is a valuable addition to promoting FoHCA and 
announcing events. The proposal to introduce a “Themed Blogg” was 
agreed. (First theme – people’s thoughts on future uses / activities for 
London road Gardens). Currently we use a free site through ‘spanglefish’ 
who also offer an upgraded website package – this will be considered 
especially if we are asking businesses to advertise and when we have the 
funds to do it. People thought it would be useful to introduce a regular 
website update / reminder e-mail drawing attention to new items but 
allowing for people to unsubscribe. Alistair to copy FoHCA e-mail contacts 
list to Rob ASAP. A meeting will be convened in the next few weeks 
amongst people who have been involved in the website so far.

6. Montgomery Park group is holding a fete on Saturday, Aug 16. FoHCA will 
staff a stall to distribute information – and hopefully fundraise too.
We have just received a draft proposal – and the opportunity to comment 
– on improvements to Monty Park and these will be passed around via 
email list and are on the website.

7. Next meeting: Tues 11 November, 2008 6:30 pm Stepping Stones.
(unless switching to McD library??)


